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How well this will fulfil the ambition of polygenic risk scores
and precision psychiatry has yet to be seen. However, it is clear
that GWAS are here to stay, and potentially become part of all
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our lives.

Charles Darwin wrote `Multiply, vary, let the strongest live
and the weakest die'. But an individual's fitness under natural
selection is complex. One reason is the phenomenon of epistasis,

Do long-term effects of antipsychotics contribute to the 15-year
reduction in life expectancy typically found in psychosis?
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There is an urgent need for novel medication in treating
psychosis, but the rate of discovery and clinical delivery of
new agents has been glacial. We know that standard RCTs of
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population. This helps explain why high levels of variation can
be maintained. There is no suggestion at any point that having
red hair should be considered deleterious.
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attentional focus when studying for exams? More testing is
required.
Wassiliwizky et al looked at the behavioural, psychophysiological, and neuroimaging changes evoked by poetry.
Recited poetry ± sadly, the specific poems are not detailed ± was
a strong stimulus for activating the brain's reward circuitry. While
analogous to those changes produced by music, the authors note
differences, including in the role of the nucleus accumbens, and
so-called peak aesthetic pleasure can co-occur with markers of
negative affect ± chills and goose-bumps (piloerection measured
with what was labelled the `goose-cam'). The involvement of brain
reward regions through abstract aesthetic pleasures is proposed as
an explanation for the powerful human drive to seek out such
experiences, including being moved by, and seeking out, tragedies.
The authors cite Friedrich Schiller's definition (surely foreseeing
The Smiths) of `the mixed sentiment of suffering and the pleasure
taken in this suffering'.

Continuing the poetry theme, but bringing it back to genetics,
Philip Larkin's oft-cited poem, This Be The Verse, commences
`They f*** you up, your mum and dad'. Parental caregiving,

however cynically defined, appears to have been selected into
6
mammalian species. Bendesky et al explore how genes contribute
to parental caregiving across two mouse species, one monogamous
(Peromyscus polionotus, PP) and the other promiscuous (P.
maniculatus, PM). Mother and father monogamous mice (PP)
both display equal caregiving behaviour to pups, but in the PM
mice, fathers displayed less than mothers. Then, they placed pups
from each species in foster care with parents of the other species
(i.e. exposing the pups to the caregiving norms of another species)
± and when these fostered mice became parents, they displayed
their species-specific parental caregiving behaviour, rather than
displaying (mimicking) the parental behaviour they had been
exposed to as foster-pups. It appears there is a heritable and
genetic component to parental caregiving. Using a genetic cross
design, they mated PM females with PP males, then crossed these
offspring to produce 769 mice, who were then observed for
parental caregiving offered to their offspring. The resulting
caregiving behaviours displayed were a mixture of their singlespecies ancestors in both males and females, with the exception
of nest-building ± suggesting that genetic loci contribute to some
caregiving behaviours, but not all.
The authors then used quantitative trait locus (QTL) analyses
on the genomes of the 769 mice to find 12 independent QTLs on
11 chromosomes that contribute to one or more caregiving
behaviours. Of these, 8 QTLs showed effects promoting
a behaviour in one sex and conversely reducing expression of
the behaviour in the other sex. One QTL on chromosome 4 was
correlated with nest-building behaviour when the mice were
parents (but not prior to mating). In a final analysis, they identify
the gene for arginine vasopressin ± present in the QTL on

chromosome 4 ± as having the strongest association with nestbuilding behaviours. Direct intracerebroventricular administration
of vasopressin into the PP mice inhibited nest-building behaviour,
without affecting any of the other caregiving behaviours. Variation
in a phylogenetically ancient neuropeptide has contributed to the
evolution of parenting behaviour in mammals.

Finally, from a lot about genes to hot in jeans, and a paper we
just couldn't resist sharing: clothes maketh the man, but only
the man? Clearly unfazed (and, worryingly, perhaps encouraged)

by our gentle teasing of his work on cats in May's Kaleidoscope,
7
Joe Hayes shared another paper by him and UCL colleagues that
was, well, cat-nip to us KCL boys. A cross-sectional survey showed
photographs of medics (with faces anonymised) from various
specialties, training grades, and UK regions to 100 4th-year
medical students. The students were asked: if they could
determine the doctors' specialties and level of training; which were
perceived as most professional, trustworthy, and aspirational; and
± crucially ± who was the most fashionable. Wearing scrubs helped
identify acute care doctors, potentially adding clarity to their roles;
perhaps problematically no women were identified as surgeons,
with `suits' producing such an association. Interestingly for those
concerned with recruitment, medical students were most likely to
aspire to follow doctors they regarded as trustworthy. However,
the clear take-home valid, reliable and robust finding was that
male psychiatrists were most fashionable and best-dressed of all
medics. Our College Dean and incoming President posted a few
choice comments on our Twitter feed querying this, but modesty,
and our Journal language censor, forbid us from repeating them
here. Science has spoken, and who are we to argue?
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